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H. Schliemann's Sammlung Trojanischer Alterthumer. By HUBERT SCHMIDT,
etc. Pp. x x + 354. 9 plates and 1176 figures in text. Berlin : Reimer, 1902. 20 in.
This is the authorized catalogue raisonne of the Schliemann collection in Berlin, as it
has now been rearranged in the light of the further discoveries made at Hissarlik since
Schliemann's death. The products of Stratum I are kept apart : those of II-V are
grouped together, subject however to distinction not only of the strata, but of the three
successive periods of construction visible in the remains of I I : VI-VII go together as
' Mycenaean' : and VIII-IX as Greek and Eoman. A little comparison of objects
from other sites is introduced,—mainly objects of Cypriote provenance. The comparative
dates, which Crete would supply, are not given : indeed Cretan evidence seems to have
come to light too late to be of use for this catalogue. The catalogue is profusely illustrated
with small cuts ; and the nine plates are devoted exclusively to the spinning-whorls, now
arranged in series according to their ornamentation.
Geschichte der Baukunst . Von U. BORRMANN and J. NEUWIRTH. 1 Band, Die
Baukunst des Altertums, der Sassaniden, und des Islam. Leipzig : Seemann, 1904.
8 m. 50 ; in linen, 10 m.
The first volume of this work is by Prof. Borrmann ; in the preface it is stated to have
been begun as a new edition of Liibke, though it has now taken an independent form.
The only part that strictly concerns this Journal is Griechenland, pp. 87-173, though of
course there is much that has Hellenic relations in the architecture of the east and of Italy.
On so small a scale only the barest sketch is possible ; but, within its limits, the account
is clear and well up to date, including recent discoveries at Cnossus, Miletus, Delos, etc.
In some cases brevity may be misleading ; for example, on p. 147 the plan of the Hall at
Eleusis is given in a form it did not assume until Roman times ; yet in the text the only
comment is that the portico of Philo was a late addition. Again, in a popular work, it
may caiise confusion to see figures from the Parthenon frieze drawn as part of the frieze of
the Erechtheum. The treatment is systematic : first come buildings of the Mycenaean
age ; then classical Greece, the greater part of the space being assigned to the temple,
and halls, civil buildings, theatres, etc., being very briefly treated; and then the
Alexandrian age, mainly Pergamene, with a short account of private houses.
Die Archaische Poros-Architektur der Akropolis zu Athen. Herausgegeben
von THEODOR WIBGAND unter Mitwirkung von W. DOERPFELD, E. GILLIERON, H.
SCHRADEE, C. WATZINGER und W. WILBERG. 1 Vol. of text, pp. 233, 247 illustra-
tions ; 1 vol. of 17 plates. Cassel and Leipsic : Fisher and Co., 1904. 60 m.
A searching and brilliant examination of the archaic ' poros-stone' sculptures of the
Acropolis, considered in relation to the various buildings supposed to have contained them.
The first and most striking reconstruction is that of the ' old Hecatompedon,' which is
shown to have been a temple in antis, with polychrome decoration. The front pedimental
group consisted of two halves, separated by a tree stem in the centre. In the right half
was the well-known figure of Typhon, and in the left half the group of Heracles and the
Triton. Hitherto these subjects have not been regarded as belonging to the same pedi-
ment. The rear pedimental group consisted of a central figure of a goddess, presumably
Athene ; an enthroned figure of Zeus on the left, turned towards the centre, and a corre-
sponding figure, now entirely lost, on the right. Towards the angles were two large
serpents, whose convoluted tails filled the remainder of the space. This primitive sculpture,
assigned approximately to the time of Solon, is supposed to have been demolished in the
time of Peisistratus, when the old temple in antis became the nucleus of the hexastyle
